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the dimensions api provides full text search and data retrieval for use in complex analyses

and visualizations the api uses an intuitive query language specifically developed for

dimensions data you can retrieve aggregate and sort data from highly specific requests in a

single api call seamlessly combine dimensions data with your own private and external

datasets to analyze billions of data points in seconds and create actionable insights explore

more dimensions api querying the dimensions api always involves two steps sending your

credentials key to the authentication url in order to retrieve a query token sending the token

and a dsl query to the query url in order to retrieve json data the dimensions analytics api is

limited to 30 requests per ip address per minute welcome to the dimensions api lab this site

contains a collection of open source jupyter notebooks showing how to carry out common

research data analytics tasks using the dimensions analytics api a companion github

repository including the source code for the notebooks is also available this documentation

contains high level information about the project and its development as well as the language

s features and usage dimensions api set api access token set api authorization through an

oauth flow to use the dimensions api you need to authorize your requests with an oauth flow

this 1 min dimensions api create a product with api learn how to create a product with

consecutive api calls creating a product currently requires 3 consecutive api calls working with

concepts in the dimensions api this python notebook shows how to use the dimensions

analytics api in order to extract concepts from documents and use them as the basis for more

advanced topic analysis tasks welcome to the documentation of the dimensions search

language dsl project the dsl enables users to perform analytics on the dimensions database

this documentation contains high level information about the project and its development as

well as the language s features and usage this section provides various examples of how to

extract common performance indicators using the dimensions api see event scoped custom
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dimensions and metrics reporting and custom user properties to learn more about custom

dimensions custom dimensions are specified in an api report request by the the dimensions

analytics api provides access to dimensions data directly and makes it possible to retrieve

results to precise and complex queries these are performed using the dimensions search

language dsl our own domain specific language dsl expresses queries using terms and

structures relevant to the dimensions data subscription required usewindowdimensions is the

preferred api for react components unlike dimensions it updates as the window s dimensions

update this works nicely with the react paradigm import dimensions from react native you can

get the application window s width and height using the following code const windowwidth

dimensions get window width dimensions api generate assets with api learn how to generate

assets using api calls to generate the assets the following api call can be made url 1 min

dimensions api webhook notification learn how to configure a webhook endpoint that will be

called whenever a generate job is finished to configure a webhook endpoint that the api uses

an intuitive query language specifically developed for dimensions data you can retrieve

aggregate and sort data from highly specific requests in a single api call additional the

following general limits apply to all users of the dimensions analytics api and the cris api max

30 requests per ip address per minute max number of items used in in filter clause up to 400

example search publications where id in in this video we ll explain what the dimensions api s

are and why they can be useful to answer your research analytics questions api for building

product configurators get started for free content creative managers next gen technology on

your storefront to meet sales customer retention goals own it with prebuilt workflows and

templates one central place for all things 3d get started for free how does it work when

designing a restful api and it s object definitions what is the ideal response size if 50ms is an

ideal response time what other considerations should i have when designing api objects and

sub objects 1 while going through the new ga4 data api documentation i didn t come across

any specification for the number of dimensions allowed in a single request it seemed like

there was no upper limit this document doesn t mention an upper limit and states the following

in a report request you can specify zero or more dimensions 5 492 1 29 28 2 answers sorted

by you already can programmatically define create custom dimensions and metrics with the
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google analytics admin api for ga4 properties custom dimensions can be created with this

method providing description displayname parametername it hasn t need to exist beforehand

scope user or event custom metrics
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dimensions api for data extraction dimensions

May 25 2024

the dimensions api provides full text search and data retrieval for use in complex analyses

and visualizations the api uses an intuitive query language specifically developed for

dimensions data you can retrieve aggregate and sort data from highly specific requests in a

single api call

dimensions ai the most advanced scientific research database

Apr 24 2024

seamlessly combine dimensions data with your own private and external datasets to analyze

billions of data points in seconds and create actionable insights explore more dimensions api

api access dsl 2 10 documentation dimensions

Mar 23 2024

querying the dimensions api always involves two steps sending your credentials key to the

authentication url in order to retrieve a query token sending the token and a dsl query to the

query url in order to retrieve json data the dimensions analytics api is limited to 30 requests

per ip address per minute

welcome to the dimensions api lab api lab reusable

Feb 22 2024

welcome to the dimensions api lab this site contains a collection of open source jupyter

notebooks showing how to carry out common research data analytics tasks using the

dimensions analytics api a companion github repository including the source code for the
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notebooks is also available

api documentation dimensions

Jan 21 2024

this documentation contains high level information about the project and its development as

well as the language s features and usage

documentation dimensions

Dec 20 2023

dimensions api set api access token set api authorization through an oauth flow to use the

dimensions api you need to authorize your requests with an oauth flow this 1 min dimensions

api create a product with api learn how to create a product with consecutive api calls creating

a product currently requires 3 consecutive api calls

working with concepts in the dimensions api api lab

Nov 19 2023

working with concepts in the dimensions api this python notebook shows how to use the

dimensions analytics api in order to extract concepts from documents and use them as the

basis for more advanced topic analysis tasks

the dimensions search language dsl 2 10 documentation

Oct 18 2023

welcome to the documentation of the dimensions search language dsl project the dsl enables

users to perform analytics on the dimensions database this documentation contains high level
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information about the project and its development as well as the language s features and

usage

example queries and results dsl 1 documentation

Sep 17 2023

this section provides various examples of how to extract common performance indicators

using the dimensions api

api dimensions metrics google analytics google for

Aug 16 2023

see event scoped custom dimensions and metrics reporting and custom user properties to

learn more about custom dimensions custom dimensions are specified in an api report request

by the

how can i get access to the dimensions analytics api

Jul 15 2023

the dimensions analytics api provides access to dimensions data directly and makes it

possible to retrieve results to precise and complex queries these are performed using the

dimensions search language dsl our own domain specific language dsl expresses queries

using terms and structures relevant to the dimensions data subscription required

dimensions react native

Jun 14 2023

usewindowdimensions is the preferred api for react components unlike dimensions it updates
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as the window s dimensions update this works nicely with the react paradigm import

dimensions from react native you can get the application window s width and height using the

following code const windowwidth dimensions get window width

dimensions api

May 13 2023

dimensions api generate assets with api learn how to generate assets using api calls to

generate the assets the following api call can be made url 1 min dimensions api webhook

notification learn how to configure a webhook endpoint that will be called whenever a

generate job is finished to configure a webhook endpoint that

dimensions api google workspace marketplace

Apr 12 2023

the api uses an intuitive query language specifically developed for dimensions data you can

retrieve aggregate and sort data from highly specific requests in a single api call additional

are there any query or other limits when dimensions plus

Mar 11 2023

the following general limits apply to all users of the dimensions analytics api and the cris api

max 30 requests per ip address per minute max number of items used in in filter clause up to

400 example search publications where id in

an introduction to the dimensions api dimensions

Feb 10 2023
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in this video we ll explain what the dimensions api s are and why they can be useful to

answer your research analytics questions

home dimensions

Jan 09 2023

api for building product configurators get started for free content creative managers next gen

technology on your storefront to meet sales customer retention goals own it with prebuilt

workflows and templates one central place for all things 3d get started for free how does it

work

rest what is the ideal response size to consider when

Dec 08 2022

when designing a restful api and it s object definitions what is the ideal response size if 50ms

is an ideal response time what other considerations should i have when designing api objects

and sub objects

number of dimensions allowed in ga4 data api stack overflow

Nov 07 2022

1 while going through the new ga4 data api documentation i didn t come across any

specification for the number of dimensions allowed in a single request it seemed like there

was no upper limit this document doesn t mention an upper limit and states the following in a

report request you can specify zero or more dimensions

define google analytics 4 custom dimensions via api

Oct 06 2022
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5 492 1 29 28 2 answers sorted by you already can programmatically define create custom

dimensions and metrics with the google analytics admin api for ga4 properties custom

dimensions can be created with this method providing description displayname

parametername it hasn t need to exist beforehand scope user or event custom metrics
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